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REFLECTIVE PRAXIS - THINK-PIECE

Will there be lunch? Wry reflections on research-feedback challenges in
Uganda, from a newly-minted academic
Heather Mackay

Department of Geography, Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden

ABSTRACT
This research-praxis think-piece presents some wry musings from recent experience in
Uganda attempting to bridge the research-practice interface and share research findings
in the context of small African towns. It is written from the perspective of a recent doctoral
graduate in a light-hearted but enquiring manner, with sometimes humorous, sometimes
frustrated, reflections on the ethical/practical challenges of sharing findings. The article
reminds us of the importance of relationship-building and maintenance, and how mundane
practicalities can be critical for engagement, yet present ethical dilemmas. The paper also
provides an opportunity for practitioners to reflect on their own interaction with
researchers.
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I’ve been thinking a lot about the link between
research and practice, researchers and practitioners,
within an international development context. I’ve
thought about this on and off throughout my just-
completed doctoral research (see Box 1), from my
perspective as a late returner to academia after
a decade working within international development
and natural resource management NGOs and con-
sultancies in the UK, the USA and Ghana. I’ve
thought about it even more, with some wry humour
and (admittedly) some confusion, since my return
from Uganda last year. That Ugandan trip was
designed to share my doctoral research findings,
and strived to reach across the research-practice
domains. When I saw Cities & Health’s recent call
for new types of inputs, reflecting on just such
a topic, I felt inspired to try to put words to my
musings.

Firstly, let me state upfront that I know that a piece of
doctoral research is distinct from standard academic
research projects. As a PhD student, you are an aca-
demic-in-training. The ‘student’ denotation may mean
that you have slightly less expectation placed upon you
for local relevance/impact, though I am not sure that
my field experience fully concurs with that statement.
Yet the principle expectation of your employer, your
supervisors, your funder, is that you learn the craft of
‘research’, not the craft of ‘research-to-practice’ or effec-
tive research feedback. There is an expectation that you
will publish peer-reviewed articles, not effect change.
You are meant to ‘engage’ with theory. You are meant
to be able to ‘defend’ your work against questions such
as ‘why did you choose this method?’, or ‘what contri-
bution to theory do you make?’ Yet, as someone return-
ing to academia somewhat later in life, with quite a lot
of field experience and action research experience
behind me, from a sub-Saharan African or Asian con-
text, I did come to my doctoral research with a desire to
contribute something of applicable value, as well as to
academic knowledge. Naïve, you may say. Not necessa-
rily, I counter:

‘People do things in our cities, but we almost never get
to know of it!’

A local city planner from a small town in Ghana,
where I was working a couple of years prior to my
PhD, made this comment during discussion of my
work. This was his response when I showed him
some reports on his town that I had found with my
European university access to journals and research
databases, which he did not have access to. This
comment stuck with me. It underpinned my efforts

Box 1. Components of my Doctoral Research Project.

Research
question:

Study area:

Research
paradigm:
Methods mix:

What are the characteristics of the food, farming
and health environments of Ugandan secondary
cities, and how are these experienced and
understood locally?
Mbale and Mbarara, Uganda

constructionist interpretive (Lincoln et al. 2011)

intensive and extensive (Winchester and Rofe
2016), striving towards as holistic a view as
possible, and exploring multiple perspectives of
the same data (Lincoln et al. 2011). Methods
included a household survey, focus group
discussions, spatial analysis, and semi-
structured thematic biographic interviews
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to work across the research-practice interface in
Uganda during my doctoral studies. I thus always
tried to incorporate local practitioner/city planner
perspectives, or, at the very least, to share my reports
and writings locally. Throughout my research,
I therefore took pains to hold local meetings, to
communicate regularly, and to design leaflets and
snapshot reports with statistics and images, written
in jargon-free text, of where I was in my research
(Figure 1). Although research feedback is still an
under-acknowledged and underfunded activity
there have been growing calls advoccating the ethical
obligation, as well as the research value, in increasing
interactive communication and sharing of findings:
‘returning research results is a key component of

working with and within communities, and is crucial
in developing and maintaining meaningful research
relationships’ (Stewart and Draper 2009, p. 141). As
Stan Stevens, a well-known qualitative geographer
writes: ‘Responsible research also carries an obliga-
tion to return research findings to the community.
Too many researchers simply collect their data and
disappear, using their findings only in academic writ-
ing, project reports, and teaching’ (Stevens
2001, p. 72).

A second confession: my doctoral research was
designed by me.

Me, in interaction with international peer-reviewed
literature and multilateral agency reports highlighting
‘knowledge gaps’ and understudied spaces or topics. It

Figure 1. One of my attempts to share my research with practitioners.
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was designed, and the funding received, before I even
knew exactly which cities I would work in! Local
urban planners or healthcare professionals thus were
not present in defining the research ‘need’, the ‘knowl-
edge gap’. Yes, this made me feel guilty! This was
certainly not co-design! I tried to make-up for this
omission throughout my research journey by sharing
my ideas, thoughts, intentions with city stakeholders
(planners, environmental managers, health policy offi-
cers), and by going on local radio programmes and
receiving questions from listeners, by sharing flyers
with every one of my 2,017 respondents, and by insist-
ing on feedback meetings and sharing events at appro-
priate points throughout my research. I found that the
17 respondents from my first survey, whom I was able
to return to a year later for a follow-up interview, all
expressed surprise and seemed genuinely appreciative
that findings were being shared and work was
ongoing. A number noted that usually people never
returned. I was humbled by their responses, noting
that ‘giving back’ in research may not always need to
be complicated, but it usually requires time, commit-
ment and funds. Though not alleviating my slight
discomfort about my researcher being more of an
outsider-imposed topic, I think my approach, com-
bined with the pertinence of my research question
(exploring the urban food, farming and health envir-
onments) did generate (at the very least) some interest,
and there was certainly a local desire for data that these
city authorities simply did not have. The specific and
engaged individuals who became my key contacts in
Uganda, including my local counterpart, and my local
translator and assistant, made a crucial difference.
Their intellectual intrigue, their own interest and
experience in research, their attitude to people, was
pivotal to the success of my research.

They were the gatekeepers. The fact that I genuinely
liked and found a good rapport with these gatekeepers
is also something that should not be overlooked.
Kearns describes gatekeepers as the people who med-
iate the ‘opportunities to interact with others in the
chosen research site’ (quoted in Campbell et al. 2006).
If your relationship with your gatekeepers is negative,
the likelihood of positive research-practice interaction
will be lower. As Campbell and colleagues note, gate-
keepers can influence the research in both overt and
covert, positive and negative ways (Campbell et al.
2006). These authors remind us that relationships
with gatekeepers are constantly evolving and rarely
one-way nor one-time interactions (ibid). Building
long-term mutually respectful human relations are
equally relevant for the research-practice interface:
‘we are situated researchers in a field of power rela-
tionships, where data are constructed in interactions’
(Campbell et al. 2006, p. 117).

In Grant and Thompson’s call for think pieces on
reflective praxis, they rightly asked ‘whose voices are

being heard’ and ‘what kind of voice is ‘permitted’
(Grant and Thompson 2018, p. 93). These are impor-
tant and valid questions, very relevant for both the
research dimension (who was ‘researched’, who was
not?), but equally relevant for praxis (who is engaged
and interested). Yet I would like to add ‘who is in the
room’ and ‘why’ or even ‘who put them there?’ This
gets towards the title of this reflection: ‘will there be
lunch?’ Allow me to explain . . .

In February 2018, towards the end of my doctoral
work, I went back to the cities where I had beenworking
to explain and share my findings, allow time for ques-
tions and debate, and try to support usefulness of my
material locally, whilst recognising the limitations ofmy
small contribution. Before beginning there was the
challenge of simply getting people to the room, leading
to wry thoughts on who should actually have been in
the room and why they were NOT there. An overheard
comment from one of the participants at the end of one
session, as we were giving out ‘travel reimbursement’ of
approximately 3 USD, on top of the bottle of water we
had provided to everyone at a cost of approximately 1
USD, is illuminative:

‘Ah, it’s been a long time since I received 10,000 for
a workshop!’

Believe me, this was not a compliment!

Discussion with my assistant afterwards led to dismay
and depression. He noted that people generally expect
around 100,000 (Ugandan Shillings, equivalent to 27
USD) to simply attend a workshop in this context,
PLUS a full lunch.

I understand that this is common practice in many
contexts of the global south. I know also that many,
even middle-income council staff in these Ugandan
cities, can be relatively food insecure with many
demands on small salaries, usually having not had
any breakfast (my own data showing this, Mackay
et al. 2017, Mackay 2019a, 2019b) and thus may be
hungry and unfocused by 10am. I know that even
salaried professionals (a rarity in much of urban
Africa, see Mackay 2019b) have less-than-liveable
incomes which require supplementation from pay-
ments to attend meetings.

Yet, I am a researcher with publically entrusted funds
which rightly demand transparency and accountability.
Most global northern organisations pay living salaries
to their staff, thus not needing to ‘pay’ them to attend
meetings, though even in the global north a nice venue
or a good lunch can be an important carrot. We can
argue that the research funding system is misaligned
with local practitioner needs, but this does not resolve
a possible stalemate here.

In many parts of the world people turn up to meet-
ings because they are interested in the topic, they can
afford to be interested in it, or because they see the
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meeting as part of their employment responsibilities
or even duty. Yet in other parts of the world people
turn up to meetings principally because they receive
some remuneration. They may also be interested and
engaged, but their need for, or familiarity with, being
paid to turn up likely takes precedence. My mistake
was forgetting this. Successful research-practice inter-
action demand that BOTH SIDES recognise the lim-
itations and contextual restrictions of the other. How
do we meet each other halfway, without setting mis-
leading precedents yet without adding to peoples’
hunger or struggle?

There’s no way I can get the real influencers and
policymakers into a room in a Ugandan context with-
out at least offering a good lunch. But does offering
a good lunch guarantee a meaningful investment in
a meeting or event? These are fundamental structural
issues that researchers cannot address. Yet they can be
a real and practical hindrance to effective collaboration.

Anyway, as I was preparing for my final feed-
back meeting at the end of my doctoral studies,
I was conscious that my work had moved from
more accessible numbers and statistics, towards
more abstract discussion of ‘discourses’ or ‘group
interaction’ analyses or theories. From numbers of
households who were food insecure, proportion of
surveyed adults who had diabetes, (Mackay, 2017)
towards a very ‘academic’ world of ‘gendered and
classed difference in bodies and behaviours’,
(Mackay 2019a), or of intersectional difference in
food and farming activities (Mackay 2019b). My
work had become deeply exploratory, engaged in
thick description (Holliday, 2016), and had strong
engagement with theory. Both types of work are of
value, but the latter can be more challenging to
communicate and to highlight practical relevance
for a practitioner-oriented stakeholder, or indeed
a policymaker. I tried to highlight how and why
such more abstract or theoretical discussions might
be equally useful to more practitioner-oriented, city
council employee Ugandans. I took time to think
through the empirical contributions of each dimen-
sion of my work, contributions to theory, and to
possible policy/practice implications. I designed
four 1-page bullet-point summaries, with photo-
graphs (Figure 1) for this final research feedback
meeting. I designed a visual PowerPoint presenta-
tion where I described my findings. I then split the
room into discussion groups, giving a hard copy of
the summary sheets. I requested the groups con-
sider what was interesting/new for them; what they
would like more information on; I asked what
I may have missed in my interpretations; and
I asked them to reflect on what might be relevant
or useful to them, in either their personal or pro-
fessional role.

So, here’s what didn’t work so well:

● There was no room in the city council offices that
had a screen or even a suitable projection space
(or if there was, such a room was not felt to be
appropriately ‘grand’ for such a meeting, I am not
sure). We had taken our own projector but find-
ing a plug required borrowing a long extension
cable AND paying to put the generator on (in one
city). We were forced to project onto a wall at the
edge of each room. Even finding blank wall space
was difficult–we had to project between stern
portraits of past majors (mostly male). Visibility
was compromised. I had forgotten that the phy-
sical spaces in local city councils may not always
be well-adapted to such kinds of presentations.
I realised that people generally didn’t communi-
cate with PowerPoint presentations–that staple of
modern academic teaching and research sharing.
We improvised and managed.

● I could also see that my audience were not so
used to this kind of looking and listening, this
kind of communication. Possibly made more dif-
ficult by my weird Scottish accent. I was also
hoping to stimulate critical thought and engaged
discussion. I quickly realised that this was some-
thing less familiar to rather many, though for
sure not all, in the room.

● Many participants did not seem able to consider
the implications of my findings for their work.
Indeed, as someone asked me directly ‘So where
is the action plan? What should we do?’ My lack
of an action plan provision could be seen as
a failure from their perspective–what’s the use
in ‘experts’ anyway? Yet, the asking for an action
plan indicated the failure to understand the role
of pure ‘research’ or PhD studies. My failure
again probably in not better communicating
this, or building this into the research design
from the outset. It also suggested to me that
perhaps not quite the right people were in the
room.

● I thought that my topic itself would be interesting
enough. I failed to recognise the world outside of
the academic one. Academics might discuss
a particular choice of method, or the relevance
of one theory over another, of intriguing statistics
or researcher commentary, at length.
Practitioners often have different needs and
interest.

● People heard what they wanted to hear! At one
point, part of my focus group data was presented
where some participants (men in particular) had
presented views on the greater female obesity,
greater male underweight data claiming that
‘women are lazy’ or ‘men are more stressed’ by
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way of explanation (Mackay 2019a). I paused and
said very clearly, ‘don’t get me wrong, I am abso-
lutely not saying that this is true or the way it is.
I don’t want you to go away from this meeting
with the message that “women are lazy”, or “men
are more stressed”. If you do then you have not
listened to me!’ I then went on to explain why this
was not the case, and how the focus group dis-
cussion had evolved. Nevertheless, at the end of
the meeting, many (men in particular) made
statements about how women were lazy! They
heard what they wanted to hear, or what con-
firmed their own opinions. I knew what I was
presenting here would provoke strong, diverse
and somewhat amused/bemused reactions.
I hoped the explanation of why such provocative
views did not hold weight would also remain in
people’s minds. Here I was perhaps naïve.
Perhaps I could have allowed some open discus-
sion time on this topic, or facilitated small group
discussions, but that would have risked oversha-
dowing other parts of my findings. Perhaps
I should have given time to relay a couple of
real life stories from my interviews that huma-
nised these claims and showed in intimate detail
why such claims were too simplistic.

Another experience of slightly missing-the-mark in my
earnest attempts to communicate the purpose and rele-
vance of my research locally occurred when one of my
local councils invited journalists to attend a meeting
and asked myself and my Ugandan counterpart to
speak with one of them afterwards in front of film
cameras for a local TV news item. Apart from cringing
at the sound of my transmitted, highly intensified
Scottish brogue, imagine my chagrin when I read in
a national newspaper the next day howmy discussion of
‘food insecurity’ (note to self: too academic) had been
changed to ‘widespread famine’ to provide a snappy
headline (note to self: make own snappy headline/go
on communicating with media course!). Actually, the
journalist had done a fantastic job of conveyingmuch of
the nuance of my work in the body of the article but the
claim of ‘widespread famine’ in the headline and sub-
title was not what my findings conveyed. I am grateful
to my gatekeepers for their abilities to communicate in
locally relevant and accessible ways when I needed sup-
port (note to self & gatekeepers: can we write some new
grant applications together?!).

Perhaps I just need to accept and shrug off the
occasional misrepresentations (that of widespread
famine, or of lazy women and stressed men) and
nurse my bruised academic ego with the thought that
at least many will remember me and my study!

Don’t misunderstand, there were good things too!
Overall, I think the feedback and sharing throughout
my doctoral studies were appreciated. Yet in this

reflective piece I wanted to highlight some of the
more comical moments that have prompted my rather
tongue-in-cheek musings on research feedback/sharing
challenges. To be ‘useful’ we need to consider our
relationships and our efforts from the outset, as part
of Campbell et al. (2006, p. 117) ‘’revolving door’
model’, whereby research access, research praxis and
research sharing are recognised as dynamic, evolving
and multidirectional. I welcome feedback from my
more experienced research and practitioner colleagues
on how we might overcome some of the barriers or
obstacles that I outline here.

Summarising my wry reflections, this article
reminds us of the importance of relationship-
building and maintenance, and of how somewhat
mundane practicalities can be critical for local engage-
ment, yet present ethical dilemmas researchers must
navigate. The paper reflects on the ethical imperative
researchers have to juggle issues of transparency,
reflexivity, local interests and positioning, as well as
donor interests and restrictions. In addition, how we
handle our research, our gatekeepers and key local
contacts, our own commitment to regular sharing
and engagement in discussion opportunities, indeed
all our interactions in the field can affect not only our
research findings and research standing, but can also
influence those who come after us (Stewart and
Draper 2009). Research fatigue among certain com-
munities and practitioner hosts, and the still all-too-
common experience of research participants never
hearing anything more, are examples of why we need
to strive to the best of our abilities, within the con-
straints which we inevitably juggle, to reach the col-
lective responsibility researchers have to consciously,
ethically and sometimes creatively be a part of all
aspects of the research process. Data gathering and
paper publishing are just two parts of this. Whether
there can/should be lunch, whether or not there is
a blank wall, or consideration of who is in the room
and why (and how this might be influenced), also
needs to be given careful consideration.
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